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erectile function, if the sacrificed cavernous nerve is reconstruct-
ed with a Sural Nerve Graft (SNG) [9].  However, the addition of 
SNG to a UNS RP did not improve potency at 2 years following 
surgery [9]. 

Interposition nerve grafting offers a scaffold for orderly 
nerve regeneration and may elaborate neurotrophic agents that 
foster the restorative process [10]. Traditionally, autologous 
sural nerve has been the graft of choice and has been employed 
primarily during open radical prostatectomy [10]. However, 
sural nerve harvest is often associated with donor site morbidity 
and may be time inefficient [10]. 

With nerve-sparing techniques, patients undergoing a 
radical prostatectomy may avoid the morbidity of erectile 
dysfunction [2]. Certain patients who are not candidates for 
nerve-sparing procedures may be eligible for nerve interposition 
grafts [2]. While bilateral cavernosal nerve grafting after radical 
prostatectomy has shown efficacy, the effect of unilateral nerve 
grafting following prostatectomy remains unclear. Unilateral 
sural nerve grafting is a feasible and well-tolerated approach for 
patients who must undergo wide resection of a NVB [2]. While 
men do show a decrease in their IIEF score, 76% are able to 
achieve penetration following surgery [2]. 

Use of robotics for microsurgery may provide advantages in 
terms of offering magnification, motion scaling and additional 
surgical arms in a stable ergonomic platform [11]. Previously, the 
microsurgeon could perform only two standard microsurgical 
procedures a day due to fatigue limitations using the standard 
microscope [11]. With the aid of dual robotic systems, the same 
microsurgeon has been able to routinely perform up to ten 
microsurgical procedures a day due to the ergonomic advantages 
of the robot [11].  This was confirmed by [8] however this 
paper concluded robotic assisted microsurgery is still evolving 
[12]. A number of microsurgical procedures were successfully 
performed [12]. However, the overall primary benefits appear 
to be improved surgical efficiency and less reliance on a skilled 
surgical assistant  [12].
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Robotic radical prostatectomy is now the gold standard 
for patients with localised prostate cancer. In the setting of 
unfavorable prostate pathology, some men may require resection 
of one or both cavernous nerves at the time of prostatectomy. 
Potency rates in this subset of men are expectedly dismal [1]. 
With increasing numbers of younger men being diagnosed 
with prostate cancer and subsequently undergoing radical 
prostatectomy, there is an increasing focus on quality of life 
postoperatively, especially potency [2]. Nerve-grafting surgery 
after resection of neuro-vascular bundles during radical 
prostatectomy is one of the promising resolutions for dilemma 
between cancer control and functional preservation [3]. There 
have been a number of articles recently on nerve grafting for 
robotic radical prostatectomy. We aim to review the evidence for 
whether this actually works and gives a good degree of erectile 
function.

2 and 5 year follow ups of patient reported Health Related 
Quality of Life (HRQOL) after open Radical Prostatectomy (RP) 
[4] demonstrated persistent sexual dysfunction and urinary 
incontinence post-operatively [4]. As a substitute for injured 
or excised cavernosal nerves which may occur during radical 
prostatectomy, nerve grafting procedures have been tried to 
provide a substitute [5].

Cavernous nerve graft is an option for sexually active men 
requiring cavernous nerve resection for cancer control during 
pelvic surgery [6]. Several reports demonstrated favourable 
outcomes of autologous nerve grafting with respect to sexual 
function [7]. Cavernous nerve reconstruction may improve the 
rate of sexual function recovery after pelvic surgery [6]. However, 
sexual bother has not decreased within this cohort. This was 
further confirmed, as implantation of the allogenic nerve graft 
in patients undergoing non nerve-sparing radical prostatectomy 
has been shown to be safe [7]. Implantation of this allogenic nerve 
graft appears to make sense in the reconstructive peripheral 
surgery [8]. However, functional results were awaited. 

Nonrandomized studies of Unilateral Nerve-Sparing (UNS) 
Radical Prostatectomy (RP) have reported improved recovery of 
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Regenerative medicine for the penis was introduced to re-
store structural and functional abnormalities [5]. To achieve 
functional restoration of the corpus cavernosum, cell-based 
therapy was proposed using bioengineered replacement of cav-
ernosal tissue [5]. Even though there are controversies surround-
ing ethical aspects of the issue, stem cell therapy with adult stem 
cells or progenitor cells could be a promising approach for the 
management of erectile dysfunction [5]. On a molecular level 
again, restoration of erectile function is paralleled by an increase 
of neuronal Nitric oxide expression in rats [13]. Further experi-
ments will determine the physiological role of neuronal nitric ox-
ide in erectile nerve repair processes [13].

In conclusion, the true benefit of interposition nerve grafting 
has yet to be determined [10]. The robotic operating platform 
offers filtration of tremor and outstanding optics that lends itself 
to microsurgical reconstruction such as interposition grafting 
[1]. Likewise, new acellular allografts are more robust than 
autologous nerves and confer surgical efficiency [10]. However, 
there is still controversy over its use because of the lack of any 
large, blinded trials, the anatomy of the cavernous nerves and 
the necessity of excising the neurovascular bundles (especially 
bilaterally) [2]. In addition, the results achieved with nerve 
grafting, a procedure not without significant morbidity and 
mortality, do not exceed those produced by surgeons carrying 
out nerve-sparing procedures [2].

With kind regards,

SS Goonewardene, R Persad and D Gillatt declare they have 
no conflicts of interest and nothing to disclose. 
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